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MEi10RNitt!'1 FDR: Leon Engle, LPM, Light Uater Reactor Br., #1, DPM

THRU: Thomas M. Novak, Chief, Reactor Systers 3 ranch, DSS

FR0ft: Gerald R. !'azetis, Section Leader, Reactor Systems Branch, DSS

SUEJECT: DAVIS-BESSE 1 DH SYSTE'4 Atri0MATIC CLOSt"JE FEATURE

Per your request, RSB's evaluation of the recent submittal by the aooli-
cant (letter fm. Iowell E. Roe to Mr. John F. Stolz dated May 2,1977)
is enclosed. This evaluation primarily addresses the Davis-Eesse 1
overtressure orntection during startun and shutdown. It should be noted
that while scecific criteria on the forrulation of setpoints do not
exist in 950 (instru ent accuracy, setroint tolerance, instrument drift,
miief vilve accumulation, etc.), it would be our observatten that the
applicant has considered such factors and that adequate margins exist
in the auto closure setDoint detemination.
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Gerald R. Mazetis, Section Leader
Reactor Systems Branch
Division of Systems Safety
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DAVIS-BESSE 1

RSB EVALUATION OF OVEoPRESSURE PROTECTION

Part (3)(0) of the Davis-Besse 1 facility license states that:

" Prior to enterino Mode 2 (Startuo), Toledo Edison Comoany shall submit
for staff evaluation and subsequently implement the necessary modifica-
tions to ensure that the decay heat renoval relief valve will actuate'

prior to automatic closure of the decay heat removal system isolation
valves."

The intent of the above requirement is to orovide additional confidence
that an overpressure event en the primary side would be limited in magnitude.
Althouch sufficient vessel brittle fracture maroin exists for the first
fuel cycle (see SER Suoplement 1: Section 5.2.2), the availability of the
DH relief valve provides even further assurance that an overoressure
event during startuo or snutdown would be of no safety consequence.

; In a letter dated May 2,1977, the applicant stated.that the automatic
closure setcoint of the DH isolation valves DH-ll and DH-12 is being raised
to incoroorate at least a aP of 93 psi above the DH relief valve setroint
of 320 osic. We judae that this value will nrovide adequate assurance that
the decay heat removal relief valve will actuate prior to automatic closure
of the decay heat removal isolation valves.

In addition, we note that the applicant has committed to maintain oower
to DH-ll and DH-12 when the decay heat renoval system is in ooeration and
to use only one decay heat removal purc at a time. These connitments
are in accordance with our SER Sucolerent and are accectable to the staff.
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